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A mathematical model is developed to provide a theoretical frame-
work for a computer-oriented solution to the problem of recognizing
those records in two files which represent identical persons, objects or
events (said to be matched).
A comparison is to be made between the recorded characteristics and

values in two records (one from each file) and a decision made as to
whether or not the members of the comparison-pair represent the same
person or event, or whether there is insufficient evidence to justify either
of these decisions at stipulated levels of error. These three decisions are
referred to as link (A J, a non-lin}c (AJ), and a possible link (iii). The
first two decisions are called positive dispositions.
The two types of error are defined as the error of the decision A]

when the members of the comparison pair are in fact unmatched, and
the error of the decisionA? when the members of the comparison pair
are, in fact matched. The probabilities of these errors are defined as

M = ;r IL(-r )P(A, I -r)

and

~ = ~rm (Y )fW IY)

rmpectively where u(y), m(y) are the probabilities of realizing y (a
comparison vector whose components are the coded agreements and
disagreements on each characteristic) for unmatched and matched
record pairs respectively. The summation is over the whole comparison
space 1’ of possible realizations.
A linkage rule assigns probabilities P(AI IY), and P (A2 I -r), and

P(A$ Iy) to each possible realization of y c r. .4n optimal linkage rule
L (p, A, r) is defined for each value of (p, A) as the rule that minimizes
P(AJ at those error levels. In other words, for fixed levels of error, the
rule minimizes the probability of failiug to make positive dispositions.
A theorem describing the construction and properties of the optimal

linkage rule and two corollaries to the theorem which make it a practical
working tool are given.

1. INTRODUCTION

T
HE necessity for comparing the records contained in a file LA with those
in a file LB in an effort to determine which pairs of records relate to the

same population unit is one which arises in many contexts, most of which can
be categorized as either (a) the construction or maintenance of a master file
for a population, or (b) merging two files in order to extend the amount of
information available for population units represented in both files.
The expansion of interest in the problem in the last few years is explained by

three main factors:
1) the creation, often as a by-product of administrative programmed, of

large files which require maintenance over long periods of time and which
oft en cent ain important statistical information whose value could be in-
creased by linkage of individual records in different files;

.
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2) increased awareness in many countries of the potential of record linkage
for medical and genetic research;

3) advances in electronic data processing equipment and techniques which
make it appear technically and economically feasible to carry out the
huge amount of operational work in comparing records between even
medium-sized files.

A number of computer-oriented record linliage operations have already been
reported in the literature ([4], [s], [6], [~], [S], [11], [12], [13]) as well as
at least two attempts to develop a theory for record linkage ([1], [3]). The
present paper is, the authors hope, an improved version of their own earlier
papers on the subject ([2], [9], [10]). The theory, developed along the lines
of classical hypothesis testing, leads to a linkage rule which is quite similar to
the intuitively appealing approach of ~ewcombe ([4 ], [5], [6]).
The approach of the present paper is to create a mathematical model within

the framework of which a theory is developed to provide guidance for the
handling of the linkage problem. Some simplifying assumptions are introduced
and some practical problems are examined.

2. THEORY
There are two populations A and B whose elements will be denoted by a

and b respectively. We assume that some elements are common to A and B.
Consequently the set of ordered pairs

A X B = {(a, b); acil, b~B)

is the union of two disjoint sets

and
u= {(a, b); a#b, aeA, b&] (2)

which we call the matched and unmatched sets respectively.
Each unit in the population has a number of characteristics associated w-ith

it (e.g. name, age, sex, marital status, address at different points in time,
place and date of birth, etc.). We assume now that there are two record generat-
ing processes, one for each of the two populations. The result of a record
generating process is a record for each member of the population containing
some selected characteristics (e.g. age at a certain, date, address at a certain
date, etc.). The record generating process also introduces some errors and some
incompleteness into the resulting records (e.g. errors of reporting or failure to
report, errors of coding, transcribing, keypunching, etc.). As a result two un-
matched members of A and B may give rise to identical records (either due to
errors or due to the fact thnt an insufficient number of characteristics are in-
cluded in the record) and, conversely, two matched “(identical) members of
A and B may give rise to different records. We denote the records correspond-
ing to members of A and B by a(a) and P(b) respectively.
We also assume that simple random samples, denoted by A, and B, respec-

tively, are selected from each of A and B. We do not, however, exclude the
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possibility that A, =.4 and B,= B. The two given files, L..l and L3, are con-
sidered to be the result o“fthe application of the record generating process to
A, and B, respectively. For simplicity of notation we will drop the subscript s.
The first step in attempting to link the records of the two files (i.e. identifying

the records which correspond to matched members of A and B) is the compari-
son of records. The result of comparing two records, is a set of codes encoding
such statements M “name is the same, “ “name is the same and it is Brown, ”
“name disagrees, “ “name missing on one record, ” “agreement on city part of
address, but not on street, n etc. Formally we define the comparison vector as a
vector function of the records a(a), @(b):

7[4), N)] = {7 1 [4 ), W)], “ “ “ , 7K[44, P(b)]} (3)

It is seen that y is a function on A XB. We shall write y(a, b) or y(a, p) or
simply y as it serves our purpose. The set of all possible realizations of y is called
the comparison space and denoted by 17.
In the course of the linkage operation we observe y(a, b) and want to decide

either that (u, b) is a matched pair (a, b)● .?1 (call this decision, denoted by Al,
a positive link) or that (a, b) is an unmatched pair (a, b) ~ u (call this decision,
denoted by A8, a positive non-link). There will be however some cases in which
we shall find ourselves unable to make either of these decisions at specified
levels of error (as defined below) so that we allow a third decision, denoted AZ,
a posst..k link.
A linkage rule L can now be defined as a mapping from I’, the comparison

space, onto a set of random decision functions D = {d(y) } where

NY) = {Wh[ Y ), WL I Y ), WL I Y )]; @ (4)

and

~ P(A, I Y)= 1.
i-1

(5)

In other words, corresponding to each observed value of y, the linkage rule
assigns the probabilities for taking each of the three possible actions. For some
or even all of the possible values of y the decision function may be a degenerate
random variable, i.e. it may assign one of the actions with probability y equal to 1.
We have to consider the levels of error associated with a linkage rule. We

assume, for the time being, that a pair of’ records [a(a), /i?(b)] is selected for
comparison according to some probability process from L.l )( LB (this is equiv-
alent to selecting a pair of elements (a, b) at random from A )( B, due to the
construction of LA anti LB). The resulting comparison vector y [a(a), p(b) J is
a random variable. We denote the conditional probability of y, given that
(a, b) GJ4 by m(y). Thus

m(y) = P{y[a(a), 19(b)]] (a, b)~ilf}
= ~ P{y[a(a), p(b)]] .P[(a, b) \ M].

(6)

(a,b)ehf
Similarly we denote the conditional probability of y, given that (a, b) ~ V by
u(y) . Thus
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u(y) = ~{y[a(a), p(b)] I (a, b)c~]
= ,o~u P{y[cr(a), p(b)]] .P[(a, b) I IV].

(7)

There are two types of error associated with a linkage rule. The first occurs
when an unmatched comparison is linked and has the probability

P(A*I u) = ~u(y)”l’(fi, [ y).
-fE r

(8)

The second occurs when a matched comparison is non-linked and has the
probability

P(A, \ M) = ~n2(y).F’(A, Iy). (9)
-(t r

A linkage rule on the space I’ will be said to be a linkage rule at the levels
p, ~ (O<P<l and O<X< 1) and denoted by L@, ~, I’) if

P(A, / u) =/4 (lo)

and

P(A, I M) = x. (11)

Among the class of linkage rules on I’ which satisfy (10) and (11) the linkage
rule L(P, k, r) will be said to be the optimal linkage rule if the relation

P(.4, [ L) s P(A, I L’) (12)

holds for every L’(v, k, I’) in the class.
In explanation of ,our definition we note that the optimal linkage rule maxi-

mizes the probabilities of positive dispositions of comparisons (i.e. decisions
A.1and AJ subject to the fixed levels of error in (10) and.(11) or, put differ-
ently, it minimizes the probability of failing to make a positive disposition.
This seems a reasonable approach since in applications the decision Az will re-
quire expensive manual linkage operations; alternatively, if the probability of
AZis not small, the linkage process is of doubtful utility.
It is not difficult to see that for certain combinations of I.Land ~ the class of

linkage rules satisfying (10) and (11) is empty. We admit only those combina-
tions of u and Afor which it is possible to satisfy equations (10) and (11) simul-
taneously with some set D of decision functions as defined by (4) and (5). For
a more detailed discussion of admissibility see Appendix 1. At this point it is
sufficient to note that a pair of values (P, ~) will be inadmissible only if one or
both of the members are too large, and that in this case we would always be
happy to reduce the error levels.

2.1. A fundamental theorem

We fikstdefine a linkage rule LO on l“. We start by defining a unique ordering
of the (finite) set of possible realizations of y.
If any value of y is ‘such that both m(y) and u(y) are equal to zero, then the

(unconditional) probability of realizing that value of y is equal to zero. and
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hence it need not be included in I’. \Ye no!v assign an order arbitrarily to ally
for which m(y) >0 but u~yj = O.
~ext we order u1l remaining y in such a

quence of

m(y)/u(y)

is monotone decreasing. When the value of
than one y we order these y arbitrarily.

way that the corresponding se

n?(y)/u(y) is the same for more

We index the ordered set {y] by the subscript i; (i= 1, 2, . c ., lVr); and
write Ui= U(Yi);?n,i=?lt(Yi).
Let (p, A) bean admissible pair of error levels and choose n and n’ such that

n— 1
~Ui<~S~Ui (13)
i-l i=.1

where Nr is the number of points in r.
We assume for the present that when (13) and (14) are satisfied we have

1<n< ~’– 1< Nr. This will ensure that the levels (~, k) are admissible. Let
.L& A, I’) denote the linkage rule defined as follows: having observed a com-
parison vector, yi, take action Al (positive link) if i ~ n – 1, action A2 when
n <is n’ -1, and action AS (positive non-link) when i 2 n’ + 1. When i= n or
i= n) then a random decision is required to achieve the error levels p and h
exactly. Formally,

11,0, o) i< n-1 (a)

(PM, 1 – P., o) ~=n (b)

d(-yJ = ‘(0,1,0)

1

n<isn’-l (c) (15)
(O, 1- Pi, Pi) i = n’ (d)
1(0,o,1) i>nt+l (e)

where P@ and Pi are defined as the solutions to the eqtiations
.-1

i -1

{-n’+1

7’lZ~OIL??~l: Let LO(P,A, I’) be the linkage rule

(16)

(17)

defined by (15). Then L is
a best linkage rule on r at the levels (P, k). The proof is given in Appendix 1.
The reader will have observed that the whole theory could have been

formulated, although somewhat awkwardly, in terms of the classical theory of
hypothesis testing. We can test first the null hypothesis that (a, b) ~ U against

]Aslightlyextendedvers ion ofthetheormiegiveninAppendiI1.
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the simple alternative that (a, b) 6-M, the action .41 being the rejection of the
null hypothesis and p the level of significance. Similarly the action & is the
rejection at the significance level k of the null hypothesis that (a, b) G .11 in
favour of the simple alternative that (a, b) ~ U. The linkage rule L is equivalent
to the likelihood ratio test and the theorem above asserts this to be the uni-
formly most powerful test for either hypothesis.
We state, without proof, two corollaries to the theorem. These corollaries,

although mathematically trivial, are important in practice.

Corollary 1: If

~=~u,, ~=~mi, n<n’,
i= 1 i-n

the LO(U,X, I’), the best linkage rule at the levels (P, A) becomes

[

(1,0,0) if I<ign

~(7i) = (0, 1,0) if n < i < n’
(O, O, 1) if n’ S i S ZVr.

If we define
m(y.)

TP=—
U(yn)

then the linkage rule (18) can be written equivalently as

{

(1, O,O) if T,< mfty)/u(y)
d(Y) = (0,1, O) if TA < m(y)/u(y) < T.

(O, O, 1) if rn(y)/u(y) 5 TA.

Corollary 2: Let T. and T~ be any two positive numbers such that

Then there exists an
T. and TA such that
(~, X) are given by

where

T.> Ti.

admissible pair of error levels
the linkage rule (19) is best at

(18)

(19)

(Y, A) corresponding to
these levels. The levels

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

s Weme gratefultothe‘mfemeforpointing out that (19) and (1S) are exactly equivalent only if
%/% <%+1/%+,and m~’.~/un’.l <mm:’u,,.
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In many applications we may be willing to tolerate error levels sufficiently high
to preclude the action .42. In this case we choose n and n’ or, alternatively,
T~ and Ti so that the middle set of y in (18) or (19) is empty. In other words
every (a, b) is allocated either to -lf or to U. The theory for the allocation of
observations to one of two mutually exclusive populations may thus be re-
garded as a special cose of the theory given in this paper.

● s. APPLICATIONS
3.1. Some Practical Problems

In attempting to implement the theory developed in the previous section
several practical problems need to be solved. They are outlined briefly below
and taken up in more detail in subsequent sections.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

The large number of possible values of m(y) and u(y). Clearly the number
of distinct realizations of y may be so large as to make the computation
and storage of the corresponding values of m(y) and u(y) impractical.
The amount of computation and storage can he substantially reduced on
the basis of some simplifying assumptions.
llethods to calculate the quantities m(~) and u(~). Two methods are
proposed.
Blocking the files. Implicit in the development of the theory is the as-
sumption that if two files are linked then all possible comparisons of all
the records of both files will be attempted, It is clear that even for medium
sized files the number of comparisons under this assumption would be
very large, (e.g. 10Krecords in each file would imply 10tOcomparisons).
In practice the files have to be “blocked” in some fashion and comparisons
made only within corresponding blocks. The impact of such blocking on
the error levels will be examined.
Calculations of threshold values. It should be clear from Corollary 2 that
we do not have to order explicitly the values of y in order to apply the
main theorem since for any particular y the appropriate decision (Al,
Az or AJ can be made by comparing m(y) /u(y) with the threshold values
T. and TA. We shall outline a method of establishing these threshold
values corresponding to the required error levels p and L
Choice of the comparison space. The main theorem provides an optimal
linkage rule for a given comparison space. Some guidance will be pro-
vided on the choice of the comparison space.

3.2. Some simplifying assumptions

In practice the set of distinct (vector) values of y may be so large that the
estimation of the corresponding probabilities m (Y) and u(y) becomes com-
Ietely impracticable. In order to make use of the theorem it will be necessary
to make some simplifying assumptions about the distribution of y.
We assume that the components of y can be re-ordered and grouped in such

a way that
y=(y’, yz, . . ..p)

and that the (vector) components are mutually statistically independent with
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respect to each of the conditional distributions. Thus

nz(7) = ml(yl) vnz(yz) . . . m~(y~j
u(y) = Ul(yl) .u2(y~) o . . Uk(;=)

where m(y) and u(y) are defined by (4) and (5) respective y and

??li(yi) = ~(yi I (a, b)~.ii!)
Ui(yi) = ~(y’1 (a, b)c V).

(24)
(25)

For simplicity of notation we shall write m(yi) and U(yi) instead of the
technically more precise ~i(yi) and ui(yi). As an example, in a comparison of
records relating to persons yl might include all comparison components that
relate to surnames, yz all comparison components that relate to addresses.
The components yl and yz are themselves vectors; the subcomponents of y~
for example might represent the coded results of comparing the different com-
ponents of the address (tit y name, street name, house number, etc.). If two
records are matched (i.e. when in fact they represent the same person or event),
then a disagreement configuration could occur due to errors. Our assumption
says that errors in names, for example, are independent of errors in addresses.
If two records are unmatched (i.e. when in fact they represent different persons
or events) then our assumption says that an accidental agreement on name, for
example, is independent of an accidental agreement on address. In other words
what we do assume is that yl, yz, . . . , yK are conditionally independently dis-
tributed. We emphasize that we do not assume. anything about the uncondi-
tional distribution of y.
It is clear that any monotone increasing function of m(y)/u(y) couId serve

equally well as a test statistic for the purpose of our linkage rule. In particular
it will be advantageous to use the logarithm of this ratio and define

(26)w~(y~) = Iogm(yk) – logu(p).

We can then write

W(7) =w1~w2~...wKwK (27)

and use w(y) as our test statistic with the understanding that if u(y) = O or
m(~) = Othen w(y) = + @ (or w(y) = - ~ ) in the sense that w(y) is greater (or
smaller) than any given finite number.
Suppose that y~ can take on nkdifferent con.$gurations, y;, Y1, . “ “ , y~~. We

define

w; = logm(y;) - log U(y;). (28)

It is a convenience for the intuitive interpretation of the linkage process that the
weights so defined are positiive for those configurations for which m(Y!) > u(y~),
negative for those configurations for which m (y;) < u(y$), and that this prop-
erty is preserved by the weights associated with the total configuration y.
The number of total configurations (i.e. the number of points y~l”) is ob-

viously nl. n?. . . . n~. However, because of the additive property of the
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weights defined for components it will be sufficient to determine nl + % + . “ “
+nK weights. We can then always determine the weight associated with any
y by employing this additivity.

3.3. The Calculation of Weighk

An assumption made at the outset of this paper was that the files LA and LD
represent samples A, and B, of the populations A and B. This assumption is
often necessary in some applications when one wishes to use a set of values of
m(~) and u(~), computed for some large populations A and B while the ac-
tually observed files LA and LB correspond to some subpopulations A, and B,.
For example, in comparing a set of incoming records against a master file in
order to update the file one may want to consider the master file and the in-
coming set of records as corresponding to samples .4, and B, of some conceptual
populations A and B. One might compute the weights for the full comparison
space I’ corresponding to A and B and apply these weights repeatedly on differ-
ent update runs; otherwise one would have to recompute the weights on each
occasion.
Of course it seldom occurs in practice that the subpopulations represented

by the files LA and LB are actually drawn at random from any real populations
.4 and B. However it is clear that all the theory presented in this paper will
still hold if the assumption is relaxed to the assumption that the condition of
entry of the subpopulation into the files is uncorrelated with the distribution
in the populations of the characteristics used for comparisons. This second
assumption obviously holds if the first does, although the converse is not
necessarily true.
In this paper we propose two methods for calculating weights. In the first

of these we assume that prior information is available on the distribution in
the populations A and B of the characteristics used in comparison as well as
on the probabilities of different types of error introduced into the files by the
record generating processes. The second method utilizes the information in the
files LA and LB themselves to estimate the probabilities m(~) and u(~). The
validlty of these estimates is strongly predicated on the independence assump-
tion of the previous section. Specifically it requires that the formal expression
for that independence should hold almost exactly in the subpopulation LA X LB,

which, in turn, requires that the files LA and LB should be large and should
satisfy at least the weaker of the assumptions of the previous paragraph.
Another procedure, proposed by Tepping ([11], [13]), is to draw a sample

from LA XLB, identify somehow (with negligible error) the matched and un-
matched comparisons in this sample, and thus estimate m(y) and u(y) directly.
The procedure seems to have some difficulties associated with it. If and when
the identification of matched and unmatched records can in fact be carried out
with reasonable accuracy and with reasonable economy (even if only at least
occasionally) then it might provide a useful check or corroboration of the rea-
sonableness of assumptions underlying the calculation of weights.
Finally, the weights w(y) or alternatively the probabilities m(y) and u(y),

derived on one occasion for the linkage LAX LB can continue to be used on a
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subsequent occasion for the linkage, say .Lx(X LBt, provided A, and B. can be
regarded as samples from the same populations as A. and B, and provided the
record generating processes are unaltered.

3.3.1. Method I

Suppose that one component of the records associated with each of the two
populations A and B is the surname. The comparison of surnames on two
records will result in a component of the comparison vector. This component
may be a simple comparison component such as ‘name agreesn or “name dis-
agrees or ‘name missing on one or both recordsn (in this case Ykis a scalar);
or it may be a more complicated vector component such as for example %ec-
ords agree on Soundex code, the Soundex code is B650; the first 5 characters of
the name agree; the second 5 characters of the name agree; the surname is
BROWNING.n
In either of the two files the surname maybe reported in error. Assume that

we could list all error-free realizations of all surnames in the two populations
and also the number of individuals in the respective populations corresponding
to each of these surnames. Let the respective frequencies in A and B be

f4, f+, “ “ “ ,fAm; ~ f., = NA

and

Let the corresponding frequencies in AnB be

jl, f2, “ “ “ ,fm; ~ f, = .N.B.

3

The following additional notation is needed:

t?A or f?B the respective probabilities of a name being misreported in LA
or LB (we assume that the probability of misreporting is inde-
pendent of the particular name);

e.40or eBO the respective probabilities of a name not being reported in
LA or LB (we assume that the probability of name not being
reported is independent of the particular name);

e~ the probab~lty the name of a person is differently (though cor-
rectly) reported in the two files (this might arise, for example, if
LA and LB were generated at different times and the person
changed his name).

Finally we assume that eA and eB are sufficiently small that the probability
of an agreement on two identical, though erroneous, entries is negligible and
that the probabilities of misreporting, not reporting and change are indepen-
dent of one another.
We shall first give a few rules for the calculation of m and u corresponding
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to the follon-ing configurations of 7: name agrees and it is the jth listed name,
name disagrees; name missing on either record.

m (name agrees and is the jth listed name)

= -+1 – fj’J(l — .E?B)(l—@)(l – CAO)(l — @I?O)

i~AB

a&(l–eA -eB-eT–eAO-eBO)

m (name disagrees)

= [1-(1 – eA)(l – eB)(l – eT)](l – eAO)(l - eBO)

‘f?A+eB+t?T

m. (name missing on either file)
. 1 – (1 - .!?A))(l – f?BO) = e.40+ eBO

u (name agrees and is the jth listed name)

fAj fBj
~A x(1 – e,4)(l – e.)(1 - eAO)(l – @80).—

~ .fAj .fBj
‘(l–t?A -C? B-@-eAO-eBO)

NA NB

u (name disagrees)

[

.fAi fBj
. 1 – (1 - e~)(l – e~)(l - 1eT)~—— (1-eAO)(l - @BO)

j .~.4 NB

“[
fA, fBi. l–(l -f?A-eB– 1e~)~~~ (1-eAO – @BO)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

u (name missing on either file)

= 1 – (1 - eAO)(l – C?BO) = eAO + eBO. (34)

The proportions j.4j/NAr jBi/NB, .fi/N may be taken, in manY application% to
be the same. This would be the case, for example, if two large files can be
assumed to be drawn from the same population. These frequencies may be
estimated from the files themselves.
A second remark relates to the interpretation of weights. It will be recalled

that according to (28) the contribution to the overall weight of the name com-
ponent is equal to log (m/u) and that comparisons with a weight higher than a
specified number will be considered linked, while those whose weight is below a
specified number will be considered unlinked. It is clear from (29-34) that an
agreement on name will produce a positive weight and in fact the rarer the
name, the larger the weight; a disagreement on name will produce a negative
weight which decreases with the errors eA, eB, e~; if the name is missing on either
record, the weight will be zero. These results seem intuitively appealing.
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We should emphasize that it is not necessary to list all possible names for the
validity of formulae (29) to (34). We might only list the more common names
separately, grouping all the remaining names. In the case of groupings the
appropriate formulae in (29) to (34) have to be summed over the corresponding
values of the subscript j. The problem of how to group configurations is taken
up in a later section.
Finally we should mention that formulae (29) to (34) relate to reasonably

simple realizations of y, such as a list of names, or list of ages, or lists of other
possible identifiers. In more complex cases one maybe able to make use of these
results, with appropriate modifications, in conjunction with the elementary
rules of probability calculus. Alternatively one may have recourse to the
method given below.

3.3.2. Method II

The formulae presented in Appendix 2 can be used, under certain circum-
stances, to estimate the quantities m(~), u(~) and N, the number of matched
records, simply by substituting into these formulae certain frequencies which
can be directly (and automatically) counted by comparing the two files.
Mathematically, the only condition for the validity of these formulae is that y
should have at least three components which are independent with respect to
the probability measures nt and u in the sense of (24) and (25). It should be
kept in mind, however, that for agreement configurations m(~) is typically
very close to one, u(#) is very close to zero, and conversely for disagreement
configurations. Therefore the estimates of u(~) and zn(#) can be subject to
substantial sampling variability unless the two files represent censuses or large
random samples of the populations A and B.
The detailed formulae and their proofs are included in the Appendix. At this

point only an indication of the methods will be given. For simplicity we present
the method in terms of three components. If, in fact, there are more than three
components they can be grouped until there are only three left. Clearly this
can be done without violating (24) and (25).
For each component vector of y designate the set of configurations to be con-

sidered as “agreements’} and denote this set (of vectors) for the hth component
by &. The designation of specific configurations as “agreements” may be
arbitrary but subject to some numerical considerations to be outlined in the
Appendix.
The following notation refers to the frequencies of various configurations of

y. Since they are not conditional frequencies, they can be obtained as direct
counts by comparing the files LA and LB:

~h: the proportion of “agreement” in all components except the hth; any
configuration in the kth component;

Uk: the proportion of “agreement” in the hth component; any configuration
in the others;

J4: the proportion of “agreement” in all components.

Denote also the respective conditional probabilities of ‘(agreements” by
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mh = ~? ? ’t (~) (35)
yts~

Uh = ~ u(y). (36)
y esh

It follows from the assumptions (24) and (2.5) that the expected values of f~h,

~h, and .11with respect to the sampling procedure (if any) and the record gen-
erating process through which the files LA and LB arose from the populations
.4 and B can be expressed simply in terms of mh and uh as fo~ows.

.VAN~E(.T1h) = II(N) ; Tllj + [NANB - E(N)] : 246; h = 1,2,3 (37)
~=1 a.-1
j#h j~h

.~AfvB.??(Uh) = J??@)??th + [fvA~B – ~(~)]Uh (38)

where NA and NB are the known number of records in the files LA and LB and
N is the unknown number of matched records.
Dropping the expected values we obtain seven equations for the estimation

of the seven unknown quantities IV, m~, uk(h = 1, 2, 3). The solution of these
equations is given in Appendix 2.
Having solved for mh, uh and N the quantities m(+) and u(~) are easily com-

puted by substituting some additional directly observable frequencies into
some other equations, also presented in Appendix 2. The frequency counts re-
quired for all the calculations can be obtained at the price of three sorts of the
two files.
It is our duty to warn the reader again that although these equations provide

st artistically consistent estimates, the sampling variability y of the estimates may
be considerable if the number of records involved (NAND) is not su5ciently
large. One might get an impression of the sampling variabilities through the
method of random replication, i.e., by splitting both of the files at random
into at least two parts and by performing the estimation separately for each.
Alternatively, one can at least get an impression of the sampling variabilities
of .lfk, ~h and 1! by assuming that they are estimated from a random sample
of size NANB.
Another word of caution maybe in order. The estimates are computed on the

basis of the independence assumptions of (24) and (25). In the case of de-
partures from independence the estimates, as estimates of the probabilities
m(~) and u(~), may be seriously affected and the resulting weights m(~)/
u(-#) would lose their probabilistic interpretations. What is important, of
course, is their effect on the resulting linkage operation. We believe that if
sufficient identifying information is available in the two files to carry out the
linkage operation in the first place, then the operation is quite robust against
depart ures from independence. One can get an impression of the extent of the
departures from independence by carrying out the calculations of Appendix 2
on the basis of alternative designations of the “agreement” configurations.
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3.4. Restriction of Explicit Comparisons to a StAspace

In practice of course we do not select comparisons at random from LAX LB.

But then in practice we are not concerned with the probability of the event
(All U) or the event (Atl M) for any particular comparison but rather with the
proportion of occurrences of these two events in the long run. Clearly if our
linkage procedure is to examine every comparison (a, @ ~L~ X LB then we could
formally treat any particular comparison as if it had been drawn at random
from LA XLB. The only change in our theory in this case would be the replace-
ment of probabilities with proportions. In particular the probabilities of error
p and Awould then have to be interpreted as proportions of errors. N’ith this
understanding we can continue to use the notation and concepts of probability
calculus in this paper even though often we shall think of probabilities as
proportions.
We have now made explicit a second point which needs to be examined. We

would seldom be prepared to examine every (a, O)~ L4 X LB since it is clear
that even for medium sized files (say 105 record each) the number of compari-
sons (1010)would outstrip the economic capacity of even the largest and fastest
computers.
Thus the number of comparisons we will examine explicitly will be restricted

to a subspace, say I’*, of l’. This might be achieved for example by partitioning
or “blockingw the two files into Soundex-coded Surname “blocks” and making
explicit comparisons only between records in corresponding blocks. The sub-
space I’* is then the set of y for which the Soundex Surname component has
the agreement status. All other y are implicit positive non-links (the compari-
sons in I’- I’* will not even be actually compared hence they may not be either
positive or possible links). We consider the effect that this procedure has on the
error levels established for the all-comparison procedure.
Let r. and I’x be established (as in Corollary 2) for the all-comparison pro-

cedure so as to satisfy

where

If we now regard all ye (I’ – I’*) as implicit positive non-links we must
adjust our error levels to

lJ*=P - X U(Y) (40)
rp~ r*

(41)

where f’x and I’* denote complements taken with respect to 1’ (i.e. r- r~ and
r– r*, respectively).
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The first of these expressions indicates that the Ievel of ~ is reduced by the
sum of the u-probabilities of those comparisons which would have been links
under the all-comparison procedure but are implicit non-links under the block-
ing procedure. The second expression indicates that the actual level of A is in-
creased by the sum of the n-probabilities of the comparisons that would be
links or possible links under the all-comparison procedure but are implicit
non-links under the blocking procedure.
The probabilities of a failure to make a positive disposition under the block-

ing procedure are given by

the second term on the right in each case being the reduction due to the block-
ing procedure.
These expressions will be found to be useful when we consider the best way

of blocking a file.

3.5. Choice of Error Levels and Choice of Subspace

In choosing the error levels (P, k) we may want to be guided by the considera-
tion of losses incurred by the different actions.
Let Gjf(A J and Gu(Ai) be non-negative loss functions which give the 10SS

associated with the disposition A i; (i= 1, 2, 3); for each type of comparison.
Normally, we would set

Gaz(A,) = Gcr(AJ = O

and we do so here. Reverting to the all-comparison procedure we set (P, k) so
as to minimize the expected loss given by the expression

P(M) .E[G~(A,)] + P(U) .E[Gu(AJ]

= P(M) [I’(A2 I M) “GadAJ + A“GM(AJ] (44)

+ P(U) [W”GU(AI)+ HAA I U)”GU(AJ]
Note that P(A* IJf ) and P(A21 U) are functions of H and A We give later a

practical procedure for determining the values of (P, ~) which minintize (44).
Suppose that (P, h) have been set so as to minimize (44). We now consider

the effects of blocking the files and introduce an additional component in the
loss function which expresses the costs of comparisons, GIS*(LA XLB), under a
blocking procedure equivalent to making implicit comparisons in a subspace
I’*. We seek that subspace I’* which minimizes the total expected loss,

c{ P(M) .E[G~(Ai)] + P(U) .E[Gu(AJ]}

+ G I-(LA X LB)

= c{P(M) [P*(A * I JJ)G.w(A J + A*GM(AJ ] (45)

+ ~(u ) [~*Gu(Al) + F’*(A2 I L9Gu(AJ]]

-i- G’r*(LA X LB)
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where P* denotes probabilities under the blockhg procedure given by (42) and
(43) respectively and c denotes the number of comparisons in L. x LB. ~ow if
the processing cost of comparisons under any blocking I’* is simply propor-
tional to the number of comparisons, c*, i.e.

G r*(LA X LB) = ac*

then we can minimize

P(M) [P”(A, I M) G~(A,)x*G~(AJ]

+ P(U) [p*GcL4J + F’”(A2 I OW4 Z)] + : ~ (46)

The last term is the product of the cost, a, per comparison and the reduction
ratio in the number of comparisons to be made explicitly.
NTOexplicit solution of (46) seems possible under such general conditions.

However, (46) can be used to compare two different choices of l“*. Once a
choice of I’* has been made, the “theoreticaln error levels ~, 1 can be chosen,
using (40) and (41), so that the actual error levels p*, A* meet the error spe-
cification. The threshold values TP, T~ are then calculated from the “theoreti-
cal error levels.

3.6. Choice of comparison space

Let X’and 17’be two comparison spaces, with conditional distributions m(w),
u(w) and m’(w), u’(w) and threshold values TM, TX and T;, T~ respectively
(the threshold values being in both cases so determined that they lead to the
same error levels ~, A).
Now in a manner precisely analogous to our linkage criterion we might say

that a comparison space I’ is better than a comparison space I“ at the error
levels (P, A) if

P(T, < W(Y) < TJ < P(T( < W’(y’) < T;) (47)

where it is assumed that the comparisons are made under the optimal linkage
rule in each case. The linkage criterion developed for a given I’ is independent
of (P, k) and ~(ikf). Clearly we cannot hope for this to be the case in general
with a criterion for the choice of a comparison space.
Expanding the expression (47) we have as our criterion at the level (~, k)

P(M) . ~ m(w)+ P(u). ~ u(w)
?’~<11<T* Th<w<?’P

< P(M). ~ m(w’) + P(U). ~ u(w’) ’48)
TA<W< Tp TX<W’<TP

In most practical cases of course P(M) is very small and the two sides of (48)
are dominated by the second term. However if a ‘blockingn procedure has
reduced the number of unmatched comparisons greatly it would be more ap-
propriate to use P*(M) and P*(U) appropriate to the subspace I’* (i.e. to the
set of comparisons that will be made explicitly), than to use F’(M) and P(u)
provided the same ‘blocking” procedure is to be used for each choice of com-
parison space. P(M) and P(U), or alternatively P*(M) and P*(U), have to be
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.

,

guessed at for the application of (-48). The difference betm-een the right hand
side and the left hand side of (4S) is equal to the reduction of P(AJ due to the
choice of the comparison space.
In practice the difference between two comparison spaces will often be the

number of configurations of component vectors which are listed out in addition
to the simple “agreement’’-” disagreement” configurations (e.g. “agreement
on name Jones, n “agreement on name Smith, ” etc.). The formula (48) can be
used to compare the loss or gain in dropping some special cordigurations or
listing out explicitly some more.

:3.7. Calculation of threshold values
Having specified all the relevant configurations y; and determined their

associated weights ~; k = 1, 2, . . . , K; j= 1, 2, “ “ “ , m it remains to set the
threshold values T, and Tk corresponding to given P and k and to estimate the
number or proportion of failures to make positive dispositions of comparisons.
As shown before, the number of weights to be determined is equal to

nl+n2 . “ . +~~. The total number of different configurations is, however,
nlm”.. WC.Since the number of total configurations will, in most practical
situations, be too large for their complete listing and ordering to be feasible
we have resorted to sampling the configurations in order to estimate TNand T~.
Since we are primarily interested in the two ends of an ordered list of total
configurations we sample with relatively high probabilities for configurations
which have very high or very low weights w (y).
The problem is made considerably easier by the independence of the com-

ponent vectors yk. Thus if we sample independently the component configura-
tions -y~, 7;,, . “ o K. . . .

J T jK. ~th Probablh tles zjl~ z~2t - - . , Z fK respectively we will
have sampled the total configuration Yj = (-Y},, ~~,, “ . “ , ~~) with probability
Zj 2=2;1, Z,* . . . z;. Hence we do not need to list all configurations of y for
sampling purposes, only all configurations of ~~ for each k.
We speed up the sampling process and increase the efficiency of the sample

by ordering the configurations listed for each component by decreasing values
d, and sampling according to the following scheme:
1) Assign selection probabilities z!, z:, . . “ , z.: roughly proportional to Izv~\”
~) Choose a configurationfrom each component. If the configuration T; is

chosen from the kth component (with probability z;) choose also the
configuration #fi .,*1.

3) Combine the first members of the pairs chosen from each component to
give one total configuration and the second members to give another.

4) Repeat the whole procedure S/2 times to give a with-replacement sample
of B total cor@urations.

The sample is then ordered by decreasing values of

w=wl+wz+””. +wK. (49)

Let Y~(h=l,2, “ “ ., S) be the hth member of the ordered listing of the sample.
(Note: If a configuration with the same value of w occurs twice in the sample,
it is listed twice.) Then ~(w(y) < zv(yh)\y● 31) is estimated by

.
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where

and

s
7r(y.h) = ;. z’(yJ

2 (%J = Z:lZ:*“ “ “2: + Z:+i+lz:,++l . . . 2:K -h +1KK

(30)

(51)

(52)

while

~’(~(y) < ~(~h) [ Y = ~) is estimated by

P,= ~ ~(yf#)/7r(y,~).
(53)

h’-l

The threshold values !l’(~~~)and Z’(PV), are simply the weights ~(yhf) and
W(yh.).
We have written a computer program which, working from a list of configura-

tions for each vector component and associated selection probabilities, selects
a sample of total configurations, orders the sample according to (49), calculates
the estimates (50) and (53) and finally prints out the whole list giving for each
tOtal COd@ratiOn itS associated hh, ph, T(AJ, and T(#h).
We can use the same program to examine alternative blocking procedures

(see Section 3.4). Thus in the ordered listing of sampled configurations we can
identify those which would be implicit positive non-links under a blocking pro-
cedure which restricts explicit comparisons to a subspace r*. Thus correspond-
ing to any values of TMand Tk (or ~ and k) we can obtain the second terms in
each of the expressions (40), (41), (42), and (43). Alternative] y if the implicit
positive non-links are passed over in the summations (40) and (41) we can read
off the values of the left-hand sides of those expressions. If we arrange this for
alternative blocking procedures we are able to use the output of the program to
make a choice of blocking procedures according to (46).
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APPENDIX I

A FUNDAMENTAL THEOREMFORRECORDLINKAGE

We stated that (P, A) is an admissible pair of error Ievels provided ~ and x
are not both too large. We will make this statement more precise.
Let

L-n = kui;
i..1

U,=o

NP

.11., = ~ mi;

i-n *

.Uxr+l = o

and define j(p), as shown in Figure

~=l,~...r.-r ? (1)

(2)

,L~=l, ~,. ..vrvr (3)

(4)

1, on the interval (O, 1) as the monotone
decreasing ‘polygon line passing through the points (u”, l~ffn+l) for ??= 0,
1, ..., N. It is possible of course to state the definition more precisely, but
unnecessary for our purposes.
The area contained by the axes and including the line k =!(P) defines the

region of admissible pairs (~, X). In other words (P, A) is an admissible pair if
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al-d

– Gn(.)-l
P.=p (9)

It follows from the way in which the configurations were ordered and the re-
strictions cm p and L that the denominators of the expressions cm the right of
(S) and (9) are positive.
It is easy to see from Figure 1 that

O<PxSl and O< P.S1. (lo)

It is also clear from Figure 1 that (P, A) are admissible if and only if

(a) n’(~) 2 n(p) + 1

(e.g. (Pa, X=) in Figure 1)
or (11)

(b) n’(A) = n(p) and Pi+ P. <1

(e.g. (M, b) in Figure 1).

Thus (a) and (b) simply divide the admissible region into two areas, one
bounded by the axes and the broken lines in Figure 1, and the other bounded
by the broken lines and the polygon line k =j(&).
Finally, from Figure 1 and the definitions of n(p) and n’(X) we see that

~ =~(u) if and only if
(a) n’(~) = n(p) + 1 and P, = PA (@

(i.e. the vertices of x = ~(y)).
or

(b) n’(~) = n(~) and PX + P@ = 1 (13)

(i.e. points on x = ~(p) other than vertices).

Let (v, X) be an admissible pair of error levels on I’. We define a linkage rule
LO(U,X, r) as follows:

1) If n’(~) >n(~)+l then

f{l, o, ) ifi<n(~)–1

I(PM, 1 – F’p,O) if i = n(~)
d~(y,) = ~(0, 1, O)

1’
ifn(~)+l<isn’(k)–l

\(o, 1 – F’,, PA) if i = n’(~)

[(0, o, 1) if i 2 n’(~) + 1

2) If n’(~) =n(p) and Pi+Pp< 1

f(l, o, o) ifign(u)–1
Jo! y,) = ~(P,, 1 – f’, – P,, PJ if i = n(p) = n’(h)

,(0, o, 1) if i 2 n’(~) + 1.
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(It is easy to see that (P, X) is admissible if and onlv if one of the two conditions
above holds.)
We have now defined a linkage rule for an arbitrary pair of admissible levels

(K, k). It follows immediately from the definition of L& k, I’) that l’(zi,) =0
if and only if i =~(P)
Theorem: If (~, k) is an admissible pair of error levels on I’ then Lo(A, X, I’)

is the best linkage rule on r at the levels P and L If (P, A) is not admissible on
r then there are levels (PO, Ao) with

(with at least one of the inequalities in (14) being a definite inequality) such
that L$ (w, h, r) is better than Lo(P, h r) and for ~hich

PLO(A,) = o. (15)

This theorem explains the terminology “inadmissible.” This simply means
that we should not consider linkage rules at inadmissible error levels, since in
this case L: always provides a linkage rule at lower error levels for which we
still have ~(.4J = O (i.e. only the positive dispositions Al and .4s occur).
Proof :
Let L’[p, X, I’) be any linkage rule with admissible levels (~, k). Then

L’(p, X, I’) can be characterized by the set of decision functions

~’(YJ = (% P:z, E3) } ~P~j=l i=l,2,. .jN~ (16)
3-1

where

P{j = P(Aj I Yi), j=l,2,3; i=l,2, . . ..Nr.

Clearly

i= 1

(17)

(18)

(19)
i-l

Consider the linkage rule Lo(P, ~, l“).It is Charaeternzed b equations anahws

to (16) to (19) but P;j replaced by Pij as defined above. We shall prove that

P(A, I Lo) S P (~2 I L’) (20)

According to the construction of Lo the u{ -which happen to be zero have the
smallest subscripts, the mj which happen to be zero have the largest subscripts.
More rigorously, there are subscripts r and s such that

ui=O ifisr–1, ui>O ifizr (21)

mi=O ifi Zs+ l,- 7ni>0 ifigs (22)

We have seen previously that

u.(p) > 0
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and

hence

hence

Pi~ = “1 fori=l,2, ,.. ,r–l (23)

Pi% = 1 fori=s+ l,s+2, . . ..Nr (24)

that is, whenever ui is zero then F’il= 1 and whenever mi = O then Pia = 1.
By definition of p, it follows that

Putting n = n(p) and observing that Pil = 1 if is n —1 we can express (25) as
follou-s :

or

With the possible exception of the last term on the left it is clear that every
term in (26) is non-negative. We assume, without loss of generality, that the
term in question h non-negative for, if it were negative, we would simply
transfer it to the other side of the equality and all of the steps to follow would
hold. It follows that if not every term in (26) is equal to zero then both sides
are positive. Assume for the moment that this is the case.
It follows from the ordering of r that

It is now seen that

[j~lm ’p;ll[Eui(l-p’l)+un(pp-p:o ’)l

[
n -1~ ~ mi(l – PL) + 772.(P,
i-.1 ‘p:’)l[js lu’p;ll’2 8 )

since by (27) every term in the expansion of the left hand side is of the form

mJ’UiP~l(1 – P{J or 71ZjUnP~(Pp – P., J (isn <j)
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and corresponding to each there is a similar term on the right hand side but
with m,tii replaced by miuj and mj% replaced by mnufi Dividing (2S) by (26)
we get

~ mj~~~ s ~’mj(l - ~~i) + mm(~. - ~~,1)
j-a+ 1 j-l

or

(29)

If every term in (26) was zero (29) would still hold since in that case we would
have

i.e. whenever ui#O and we would have

becauae of (23) and because P&s 1 for every i. Hence (29) would hold in this
case as well.
By definition

From (29) and (30) we get

i -1 i-1

or

f m,(l - P{*) $ ~ mi(l - Pi,).
i-1 i= 1

Because
2Vr
~ mi = 1, we get
i-1

i-1 i-1

or

PLO(A, I *M) s PLt(.42 IM).

It can be shown similarly that

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)
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But (32) and (33) together state that

P(.42 I Lo) s P(A2 I ~’) (34)

which completes the proof of the first pafi of the theorem. Nrote that we have
actually proved more than (34) since we have proved that LO is optimal sepa-
rately under both the conditions M and the condition U. This also explains
why the prior probabilities P(M) and P(U) do not enter either the statement
or the proof of the theorem; our result ia independent of these prior probabil-
ities. The underlying reason, of course, lies in the fact that the error levels are
concerned with conditional probabilities of misallocation. The situation would
change if one tried to minimize the unconditional probability of misallocation
or if one tried to minimize some general loss function.
As for the proof of the second PM%)let (K’,A’)bean inadmissible pair of error

levels (O< M<1, 0 <A < 1). Since f(p) is a strictly monotone decreasing con-
tinuous function in the range determined by

O<M<l

o< f(#)<l

it will intersect at a unique point the straight line drawn through (O, O) and
(P’, ~’). This is illustrated in Figure L Denote th is Poin t by (AO, ~0). Then

O<po<p’<1

o<ho<A’<1

and

Ao = f(xo). , (35)

The linkage rule LO(~o, 10, I’) is, in light of (36), (12), and (13) such that

P(A, I LO) = O.

Hence L&LO, Xo, r) is a better linkage rule than any other linkage rule at the
level (P’, k’).
This completes the full proof of our theorem.
The form of the theorem given in the text is an immediate corollary of the

theorem above and the expression (11).

APPENDIX 11

METHOD IIFOE THE CALCULATION OF WEIGHTS

Denoting

NANB = c

the equations resulting from (37) to (39) by dropping expected values can be
written as
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k=l,2,3

We introduce the transformation

mz ‘mk — uk
*
~k = uk – Uk.

Substituting ‘mk and Uk from (4) and (5) into (2) we obtain

N * C-iv *
— ‘mk + ‘Uk = o k=l,2,3,
c c

Substituting (4) and (5) into (1) and then substituting in the
tions U1 from (6) we obtain

(~)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

resulting equa-

fi ??t~=~[il~k- fi ~’j] k = 1,2,3. (7)
i-l. j#k ;-1,;&

Denoting

& = Jr, - fi Vj k=l,2,3 (8)
j_l,j#k

we obtain by multiplying the three equations under (7) and by taking square
roots

iw=(%w!iRl (9)

Dividing (9) by (7) and putting

x = #(c – IV)/m (lo)

B,= ~;___~Rj/Rk k= 1,2,3 (11)

we get
*

mk = BkX k=l,2,3 (p)

and, from (4) to (6),

‘mk =Uki-&x k=l,2,3 (13)
?,@= vk - Bk/X k=l,2,3. (14)

we can now substitute into (3) rnk aIId Uk from (13) and (14) respectively and
IV as expressed from (10). We obtain

x, ~ ~ ,x(t-j+ BjX) + “ (Uj - Bj,/X) = -]l. (15)
X’+1
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After expanding (15), some cancellations and substitution of Bk from (11) we
get the following quadratic equation in iX:

3

$/rI [
3

Rj (xY’ – 1) + fi L-i + ,2 RJ~’i 1-.VX=O. (16)
i=1 i-1

The positive root of this equation is

X = {M’– ~ RjL-j - fi Uj

The estimates of mk, U, and N are now easily obtained from (10), (13) and (14).
Having solved these equations we can proceed to estimate the specific values

of m(y) and U(y) which are required. We introduce some additional notation
which, as before, refers to observable frequencies:

l~f k( y:) = the propor t ion of “agreement” in a ll componen t s except the kt h;
the specific configuration y: in the kth component

U,(y?) = the proportion of “agreement” in the first, y; in the second and any
configuration in the third component

ul(y~) = the proportion of “agreement” in the first, y: in the third and
any configuration in the third component

Uz(yl) = the proportion of y: in the first, “agreement” in the second and
any configuration in the third component.

The required values of nt( y:) and U( y:) are estimated as

my:) - %uz (y :)
?n (y ;) = (x ’ + 1)

mz(ma — Ua)

.M,(y:) - IQul( y:)
?n(y:) = (x’ + 1)

7Ttl(71Z3- ‘lLa)

.,-? 7n@’z.2— Iq)

7nzu2(Y:) - Jfl(yi)
U(y:) =

V,Z(??Z8— ‘UJ

m8Ul(y~) – M:(y;)
U(y:) =

‘U1(?7Z8- ~J

m2ul(Y:) - Mz (y ;)
u (y :) =

Ul(m z — ?4 2 )

. . .

X2+1
X2

(18)

(19)

(~o)

(21)

X2+1
X2

(22)

X2+1

F
(23)

The formulae (18) to (23) are easily verified by expressing the expected values
of the quantities fl~k (y:), VI (y?), etc. in terms of m~, ‘Ukj m(y~) and u(y~),
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dropping the expected values and solving the resulting equations (there will be
two equations for each pair m(y~) and u(yf)).
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the mechanical validity of the

formulae in this section are that

??tk # Uk k=l,2,3

and

R,, >0 k=l,2,3

clearly for sensible definitions of “agreement” ???&>w should hold fork= 1, 2, 3.
In this case Rk >0 will hold as well. The latter statement can easily be verified
by substituting (1) and (2) into (8).
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FIDDLING AROUND WITH NONMATCHES AND MISMATCHES

Fritz Scheuren and H. Lock Oh~ Social Security Administration

The necessity of linking records from two or more
sources arises in many contexts. One good example
would be merging files in order to extend the
amount or improve the qua lity of in format ion
ava ilable for popu la t ion unit s r epresen ted in both
files. In developing procedures for linking
records from two or more sources, t r adeoffs exist
between two types of mistakes: (1) the br inging
together of records which are for different
entities (mismatches), and (2) the failure to link
records which are for the same entity (erroneous
nonmatches) . Whether or riot one is able to
utilize one’s resources in an “optimal” way, it is
almost certainly going to be true that in most
situations of practical interest some mismatching
and erroneous nonmatching will be unavoidable.
How to deal with these problems depends, of
cocrse, to a great extent on the purposes for
which the data linkage is being carried out.
Because these reasons can be so diverse, no
general strategy for handling mismatches and
nonmatches will be offered here. Instead, we will
examine the impact of these difficulties on the
analyais of a specific study. The study chosen is
a large-scale matching effort, now nearing
completion, which had as ita starting point the
March 1973 Current Population Survey (CPS).

THE 1973 CENSUS - SOCIAL SECURITY
EXACT MATCH STUDY

The pr imary iden t ifying in format ion ~n the 1973
Census-Socia l Secur ity study was the socia l
secur ity number (SSN) , The problems which ar ise
when using the SSN to link Cur ren t Popula t ion
Survey in terview schedules to Socia l Secur ity
records differ in degree, but not in kind, from
the problems faced by other “matchmakers,”

In the 1973 study, as in pr ior CPS-SSA linkages,
the major difficu lty encoun tered was incomplete-
ness in the iden t ifying in format ion [1]. Manual
sea rches had to be car r ied ou t a t SSA for over
22,000 individua ls for whom no SSN had been re-
por t ed by the survey responden t [2]. Another
ma jor problem was repor t ing er ror s in the socia l
secur ity nunber or other iden t ifier s (name and
da te of bir th , etc.). SSN’S were manually
searched for at SSA in cases where severe
discrepancies between the CPS and SSA information
were found after matching the two sources using
the account number in it ia lly provided [3].
Because of schedu ling and other opera t iona l
const ra in ts, an upper limit of 4,000 manua l
searches had to be set for th is par t of the
project . Therefore, it was possible to look for
account numbers on ly in the most “likely” in -
stances of CPS misrepor t ing of the SSN. The cases
sen t th rough this sea rch procedure were those for
which both name and da te of bir th were in
substant ia l disagreement . For socia l secur ity
beneficia r ies, computer ized (mach ine) searches at
SSA were a lso conducted for both missing and
misrepor ted SSN’S. This was made possible th rough
an administ ra t ive cross-reference system which
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links together persons who receive benefit s on the
same cla im number . About 1.000 poten t ia lly usable
SSN’S were obta ined in th is-way.-

Opera t iona l Rest r ict ions on the Match ing--- One of.—
the concerns the 1973 work has in common with
ear lier Census-SSA linkage effor t s is the grea t
ca re tha t is being taken to ensure the
confiden t ia lity of the shared in format ion . The
laws and regu la t ions under which the agencies
opera te impose very defin it e rest r ict ions on such
exchsnges, and specia l procedures have been
followed th roughou t , so as to adhere to these pro-
visions--in par t icu la r , to ensure tha t the shared
in format ion is used on ly for sta t ist ica l purposes
and not for administ ra t ive ones.~/ Another ma jor
rest r ict ion on the study was, of course, tha t it
had to be conducted using data systems which were
developed and are used pr incipa lly for other pur -
poses. The CPS, for instance, lacks a number of
pieces of in format ion tha t wou ld, if ava ilable,
have mater ia lly increased the chances of finding
the su rveyed individua l in SSA’S files. F ina lly,
the manua l sea rch ing for over 26,000 account num-
bers a t Socia l Secur ity imposed a sizable addit ion
to the normal administ ra t ive workload in cer ta in
par ts of the agency. Therefore, in order to
obta in a reasonable pr ior ity for the project ,
numerous opera t iona l compromises were made which
precluded the employmen t of “opt imal” match ing
techn iques [e.g., 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. One of the most
ser ious of these was the decision basica lly not to
“re-sea rch” for the missing and misrepor ted SSN’S
of individua ls for whom no poten t ia lly usable num-
ber was found after just one search .

Basic Match Resu lt s.--There were 101,287——
interviewed persons age 14 or older who were
included in the 1973 Census-Socia l Secur ity Exact
Match Study. Of the tota l, about 2 percen t had
not yet been issued an SSN at the t ime of the
in terview and, hence, were not eligible for
match ing, In another 8 percen t of the cases, no
poten t ia lly usable socia l secur ity numbers cou ld
be found even though one was believed to exist .
For the remain ing 90,815 sampled individua ls, an
SSN was ava ilable, and CPS and SSA data cou ld be
linked. Of these account numbers, 77,465 were
supplied by CPS responden t s in it ia lly. There were
a lso 3,347 cases where the SSN provided or igina lly
was replaced with an account number obta ined from
the manua l and mach ine searches of SSA’S files
which were descr ibed above. In a few of these
cases--about 200--the SSN’S used as replacements
were taken from a supplementa ry Census source.
F ina lly, there were 10,003 sampled individua ls for
whom no account number had been provided
in it ia lly, but one was obta ined subsequent ly by a
search of SSA’S files.

ALTERNATIVE COMPUTERIZED MATCH RULES

In genera l, aside from cer ta in obvious er ror s
(which have a lready been elimina ted), it is not


